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ABSTRACT
t TWo diVergent approaches to a prison educational

program atteMpt to_go beyond accreditation or amusement and address
initead attituda change, human choice, judgment, and empowerment. The
firsti-mosp obvious approach, focuses on the provision of knowledge.

_

lhe second approach starts with a focus on individual development.
Its ail is ;to facilitate students' saturation so that they are able
tolitorm their discretia with sufficient sophistication to enable_
them-to suppor.t the_healthy continuation of the society. The
pbiloohic ,issues_of perfectibility and will are important in the
_erc.Øin .,of Students in correctional education. Undoubtedly, a
tron _itionstip exists between thinking and actin9 and thusr '

,,.

betw.enthinking:.and crime. Education carries within it the potential
' far aaaliaiai-ciimiaals to

Il
.perce' e the world differently and make the

AdedisioCto act upon it diffe tily. Descriptions and data indicate
lorisenr'eontain_e Tether cobegvi:t class or caste of errant citizens

' with aciprediipesition !o of4enl. They have been portrayed as de9sion
maker, bandit, and social victim. The content and quality of their

,clives hiVe had a direct effect on the way they think, on the
. 'cognitiie 'structure that determines how they decide to act:

Corrictional educators must informtheir students' discretion, making
4 them active participants in imagining and creating their futures.

(YLB)
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My title comet kohl Thomas Jefferson, ó Man who deserves a

special place ffi the pantheon of political thinkers and actors
who take as theirstarting point the intrintit worth and
wisdom of all humans. To dte the full reference:

I know of no safe depository of the ultimate powert of
society but the -People themselves. And if we think
them hot enlightened enough to exerdse their control
with a wholesOme discretion, the reMedy is not to
take it from them but to inform their discretion.

With driMinals, of course, we have the extreme example Of

individuals who fail to "exercise their contrOl with a
wholesome diScretion" and an equally extreme example of
our addressing this failure by taking away theirpowers
transforming theM into prisoners. Prison edutation on the
other hand, th &lid be like all other edutation a process of
empowerment, our attempt to inform their discretion, to
provide a context kr their exercise of judgment and choice.

Our Prison Sthoo ls, like all good sthOols, should focus on

providing opportunities for students to practice that exerdse

-
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of judgMent and choice, to test new attitudet and perspectives

in real social situationt.

There are two divergent approachet to an educational

program which attempts to go beyond accreditation or
amusement and address instead this issue of ottitude change,

human choice, judgment and empowerment.

The fittt approach is perhaps the Mott obvious and focuses

on the provision of knowledge, moral and otherwise. The

students are seen as lacking both knowledge and examples/role
modelt and the task of education is to Provide both. Two kinds

of programs spring to mind here: Moral Education and

Vocational/Tradet Training.

This summer an entire edition of the Jourtal tif-COrrectional

Ecluotsd wiit devoted to horai Education, With a particularly
strident opening essay by the U.S. Under Secretary of Education

calling for an emphatit ori the "Moral Basics". Earlier this month
in Chicago, I ran across an article in the kibunt, recounting the
spread of Values EducatiOn (Da Values Clarification) in the
puiblic school system "We want children to recognite they need
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tO be responsible for the decisiOns they make". The schools

select a "Value of the month" (October's was "responsibility")

and infuse that value in !msons. This is certainly one way to

interpretJeffersols notiOn of Informing one's discretion.' (in
fact, one Of the strongest fortes behind this movement is the
conservative, California-based educational consultant group,
the ThomasJefferson Research Center).

The Second approach, and the one I favour, startt with
focus on individual development. The aim here it to facilitate
the maturation of the student, to enable the student to advance

through definable staget or levels of cognitive, moral and social

development in order that he or she are able to inform their
owti ditcretion with sufficient telphistication to enable them

to support the healthy continuation of the society.

A focus on development partakes of two crucial assumptions

about humankind, assuMptions which are not in fact widely

accepted in our time. First, there is an acceptance of the notion

or concept, if not the reality, of human perfectibility. Thus we

would reject Kant's stateMent that ilut ofthe crooked
timber of humanitynothing straight cinever be made;
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and argue instead that our lives are maderniterable not by

virtue of the crooked timbers that may shape us, but as a result

of the twisted plOught we manufacture, the rotted citadels we

construct, and the crippling social systemt we devise.

Samna, there is the belief in our ability to act in order to
change self and Society, the assumption that however much

humans have been the victims of their own history they remain

its authors as well. Thit implies a belief in politics and

individual renewal which conflicts with a sometimet pervasive
popular cynicism.

These philasophic issues, perfectibility and will, directly
affect how we perceive our jobs in the prison. One of the key

discussion points at Mit conference is going to be the link

between thinking arid crime and I suspedt that you are going to

feel pulled toward perceiving your students in the context of
either victim or author. The human reality is teldorn so easily

analyzed nor are humatts so readily categorized. We are going

to be dealing with a Complex issue, involving ideas such as

cause and effett, intentionality, free will, detiSion=
making, and responsibility.
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Undoubtedly, there is a strong relatiorithip between thinking
and acting and thus between thinking and crime and it'S that

connectiOn whith makes our role so impOrtont and our vocation

so extiting. As outsiders in daily &intact with prisoners we of

course can have an impact on their lives, much like anyone else

who interactt with them. But we can, in fadt, do much more
betause it is educatiOn as both form and content which darrieS
within it the potential for enabling thete Men and women to see
the wOrld in a different way and, at a result of that new

Perception, making the decition to act upon that world in a
different way, betoming authors of their own construction
rather than destruction.

The Students

If we are going to be concerned here and in our classrooms

with the thinking of our students, then we had better do a little
thinking ourselves about just who these students are. At
generic tent, 'pritoner' covers a lot of territory, though

fortunately not as much territory at 'criminal', which

condeivably could indlude most of us. Even with 'prisoner',
however, we may be referring to juveniles or adults short-term
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or long-term incarcerates, first offenders or career's s,

sex-offenders or bank robbers, and so forth.

Because education fordevelopment does have gi primary

focus on the student rather than subject matter, it it

particularly iMportant that we make at least an attempt at a
description. A review Of Write randomly acquired

crost=sections of prison populations offers some immediate

insight&

ki Ir.= PI' .--mr* Iwo

proximately 60% Of the priion population it
Black. Crimes against persons (robbery, rapet murder,
Ott) and property constitute about OM and 25% of all
offences. The rest May be generally described as
victimless crimes. Less that 5% have some college
exPerience while 26% have less than an 8th grade
education. About 50% Of the inmates are single and
over half are in the age bracket between 25 and 34
year& About 25% are adjudged to be severely
addided to drug& About 17% are diagnosed to suffer
from either a mental or emotional disorder and an
equal number are judged to be mentally deficient.
(Feinstein)



Analysis revealed that'81% of adult offenders were
Hving at or below the minimum standard of living.
Rougly 735% of adult offenderS lacked *ills in the
thility to gain or mainthin suitable eMployMent. 88%
of the offendera had not graduated frail high school.
The needs dasessment also revealed that the majority
of the adult offenders lacked skills for Management of
family and civic responsibilities, personal health and
mcreation, and personal finance. Over 66% of the
grow was functionally illiterate.....Most came from
single parent homes, were poor, and lacked the
education and training to successfully provide
financial security for themselves and others. (Ryan)

He's an individual who has been arrested eight times
prior to current arrest, he's been convicted three
times for felonies, and three times for misdemeanors.
He is male 96% of the time, Black 60% of the time, and
single 509g of the time. His average age is 29 years
and he's uSed a weapon during the commission of 41S
of his crimes and he's a drug user 34% of the time.
(Afigiditt)

Aridfig021111stikainillaCiMatEM
The background of the majority of inmates indicates

an actumullUon of negative f5dorS problematic
home environments; previous inetitutionalization; ....a
lack of education and of general knowledge. The level
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of basic skills such as reading, writing and
mathematics was also weak......the inmates often
perceived themselves as being losers at school.
(Skaalvik)

itudy_dgegtidti
Average age 14 at first conviction. Half were

housed in foster or welfare 'homes during adoletcence.
Almost all had been_ referred for psythiatric
assessMent. 50% were alcohol-dtpendent and only 8-%
had attended high sdhool for 3 years or more. 33% had
at least one brother in prison and 86% had received
in-prison convictions. Most were unemployed or in
manual labour jobs. (Koller)

Descriptions and data like this does lead one to the conclusion
that our prisons contain a rather unique collection of
people, whether by selection or by disposition. am

kiaLliglissmantWinfsiaiditmiliolikinifisPecific tigft
=NA all pOint to a rather coherent class or caste of errant
citizens. Calainly the range of problems pined by their
bisnraillies seems too complex to be addretsed through
traditional education& programs such at literacy training or the
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provision of high school diplomas.

While interesting, cross sections of inmate populations are
still too crude a device to really provide in accurate sense of

either the probleM we face or the possibilities before us. To

continue this rather unscientific exploration, I want to look at
thimint the airninal has been poftrayed in much popular,

political, and academic literature: decision-maker, bandit,
and victim.

The 'criminal tis decision-maker portrayal is very popular
these dayt and stresses the self-contftl of the criminal and

purtoseful nature of crime in one version, crime it seen as

work or at a vOdation, as a career voluntarily entered for

clear and rational reasons. According to this jacgareconomic

taplanakianstegiminalily, the individual compares the
potential itICOMe frorn level versus illegal actiOnS -and

assette5 the probthility of being orreSted and the probable

punistwftnt if convitted Included in these calculations, then are

the future cotts of going to prison.
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The rwdel of the Criminal as a person who sgett his
kicki out of beating the System and doing evil' Seldom
fits the facts. Self-identity develops from habituation
to a way of life. The criminal, especially the
professional, takes o cédain pride in his wor* and
*Mies his skills in the Mostprofitable way he thinks
POSsible. Crime is the Mara' Source of his income, and
Muth of his business it with fences and other criminals.
The conception of hit-ft-elf as a criminal is central to hit
identity. Studies of the professional thief, of
organized crime and Of Other types of criMe show that
criminals identify with their work, and are varyingly
committed to their jobt. (Lodhi)

This focus on clear thinking and intentionality and on crime at

'Simply one vocation like any other' is perhaps an extreMe

manifestation of this school of thought. In a recent book by

Canadian Anthropologist ElliOtt LeytOn called atoilasamfgat
IkilisufibralWetaitalthatIttak= the author insiSts

that "The killers know precisely What they are doing and
why they are doing it, they are pe-tmle with motivet and
goals". The most inSistent argument for this position is, of
course, that of Yochelson & SartenOW in The Criminal

Eitzttedity ancHn SarnenOw'S Subsequent publications, MoSt

notably Insidethe CrimiñSt Mind. Here we find a "a total
emphasis on choice and will", Starting with the "criminal

12
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child" and continuing through adult life.
T.

Whet the intittence on decision-making does is ploge

asfittO1 over eventseleady-in-thebands of_theindividutil rather
than seeing that individual as existirug at the whim of great

social fOrces or deprived sodo-etonoMic realities. There is
Still room to argue here that the dedsions made by most

criminals are in fact bad decisions, not jutt because of their
nature and consequences, but be-dilute of the incen by which
they were arrived at - Le thinking, reasoning, valuing. Here,

then is an entry point for education - but Only an education

which in fact addresses thinking and thinking patterns, not
just education as facts or content.

The °criminal as bandit' it a toMewhat romantic

perspective, Much loved by criminals themselves and by those
who find therhselves in sympathy with criMe's implicit and
soMetimes expHcit critique of existing SOCiai, political and

economic arrangements. It is tiirough such a perspective that
terroridtt become Contras, tribetfnen freedom
fighters, and bank robberS anarchists. Still, far many

criminals, thit bandit or outlaw image it central feature of

13
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identity. Victor Serge, a political diffident in the early 20th

century who spent many years in French and Russian prisons,
paints this pitture:

the outlaw has no illusions about gociety's values and
knows neither faith nor law; but he hat self-respect,
tile knowledge of his own strength, and the respect of
other 'men' - the strong. 'I'm a mann All his pride is
summed up in these words. A man never sells out A
man knows how to take it and tei di-6h it out - in a
knife fight. He knows how to go down into the hole and
'keep quiet'. (Serge)

Unlike the almost Mundane criminal as 'worker', thit
romanticized Criminal as outlaw creatéS a sense of

exceptionalism, a sente that the crirnin& is really Someone

quite spedal, pedlapt originally driven outside the law but once
there &most reveling in the isolation. Thus Jean Genet

describes the criminality of himself and his friends in terms of

an other, parallel SOCIal order

Though they may not always be handsome, men
doomed to evil possess the manly virtues. Of their
own volitiOn, or owing to an actident which has
chosen fOr them, they plunge lucidly and without
complaining into a reproachful ignominious element,
like that into which love, if it is profound, hurls human
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udiating the viftues of your world,
criminals hopelessly agree to organize a foftlidden
universe. They agree to live in it. The air there is
nauseatinq they can breathe it. (Genet)

If is this group of criminal/prisoners that presents the most
abtorbin4 and powerful challenge to the prison educator. The

cool, calculating decition=maker can be argued with, can be

taught different ways to think about decisions, can even be

trained in more lucrative and legal ways to make a living. The

outlaw is obliviout to such approaches. To penetrate this world
there mutt be a frontal assault on an entire world view,
challenge to basic assumptions, and perhaps cOntact at a very
personal level.

Finally, there it the criminal as victim Of Social forces,
victim of fate, and victim of Malevolent biography.
Clarence Darrow stated the case eloquently, arvuing that '1 do
not beMove Thatpeaole are in ja beau-0e They deserve
to be. Theyare Wall simply beamse They cannot avoid

o n twang o citaanstances which ate entirely
beyond Melts cOntiviand for width thorAre fir no way
fesponsibir (Dworkin) The criminal in this view is driven to
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crime, is not redptifiSible for the acts which led to arrest and

incarceration. Poverty, ignorance, labelin accident and the

arbitrwiness of the juttice system itself make up the path to

prison. Thit ;ense of life oat of coatng so different from
the first two images, is well drawn by Tony Parlett in this

imaginary biography:

The typical plan of a criminal's life history May be
briefly set out in the following war In early childhood
there is a hittOry of temper tantrumt f011owed at
between age 6-10 by a quiescent period At about
10-12 a perield Of anti-social acts in schdol and in the
community maket its appearance. The pre-criminal at
this time bkomes unpopular with hiS friends because
of his behavitiue. His unpopularity drives him to
greater acts of misbehaviour and he develoOs into a
problem child HiS alienation from Stheitil drives him
into acts of truancy and further misbehaviour alainst
the community at large. At age 13 or 14 he has been
taken up by the juvenile authorities and coMmonly
sent to a place of detention. In such a place he is
thixown in with the quintessence of bad belyitm and is
thus prevented from modelling on normal children.
Being thus arrested in moral development,he Will not
appreciates Or iiidewi understand the voluet end norms
of society in general and his anti-social behaviour will
escalate him throu9h the prison system (Parlett)
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Pariett, like Genet , is somewhat =bivalent on the istue of

origins, but both place great stress on the early and persistent
immersion into the world of the prison, the law, the criminal
life, etc. as the key to subsequent cognitive, moral and sodal

development.

In any or all of the above descriptions and profiles it is

apparent that there is something wrong, Skewed, ill-adjusted,
abnormal, or under-developed There are too many

concentrations of types* too many meMbert Of ethnic groups,
tO6 many drug addicts, too Many with poor education&

backgrounds or with repeated criminal records. Our prisons are
packed with Men and women who have what ó colleague of mine,

Bob Ross, has described as I preelisposition to Otreid By
this he means that the content and quality Of their lives,
their biographies, have had a direct effect on the oat=
think, on the cognitive Structures that determine km they
perceive and analyie situations, how they reflect on values, and

how they decide when and how to act.

It is with theSe cognitive structures that we Must contend,

along with corresponding levels of gagnitimskyllopment,
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ifigcalimas!ft and potential Social development. Ross has

written extensively on this linkage of crime and cognition and is

worth citing at some length:

Iltiny offenders tend to be letion-oriented,
(WA-reflective, and impulsive. When faced with a
Problem or a temptation they imMediately respond
Without stcpping to thidc They tee less likely to think
about problem situations the' tO teact to than They
often act without adequately thilyting the situation,
or calculating the consemendet of their action.
Advice, wtrnings, or punishment often have little
imtiact on them because they fail tO reflect back on
their behavior and its effedtt......MOny offenders have
never acquired critical rettoning skills and they
evidence a host of thinking erftra The most common
of these is externalizing the blame for their
Actions onto other people Or to circumstances
'beyond their control'. Miny foil to consider that
their thinking, their behaviOr iind their attitides
contribute to the problems they experience. Although
they may be able to r-ttiOritili2e their anti=social
behavior and justify their teitona, the reasoning they
Lite in doing so is frequently simplistic and
illogical. Their thinking it often exceptionally
Mallow and narrow - they dOntfrue their world in
ibtOlute terms and fail to appreditte the subtleties
tind complexities of social interidtions. They tend to
WOO simple solutions tO deirnplex problems.
Miny fail to think through problem situations and

I s
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uncritically accept those conclusions which
immediately occur to ihem. They then cling to these
conduSions stubbornly and rigidly. (Ross)

The important OW for educatora to grasp it that these habits
Of mind are int just attitudes or habiti, not just 'lazy thinking'

or decision- makiN without sufficient facts. Neither iS the
problem simply an absence of a moral frame of reference, a

missing sense of ethics Or knowledge of the 'value of the week'.

Above all, the prOblern is larger than issues of employability,
literacy or Skill acquisition. The cognitive issue is a

fundamental one.

My argument is a very old fashioned one While the

modern=day morattt who call for the incukation of Character

harken badk to the Victorian 19th century for their inspiration, I
look to the late 18th Century, to the likes of the English

philosopher and andrichist William Godwin who could claim,

naively perhaps, thit IAll vite is nothing more than error
and mistake reduced into practice and "Let the
most oppressed people under heaven onto thOnge their
mode of thinking, and they are free.- !return in conclusion

to another great 18th century thinker, Thomas Jefferton and
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hit thoughts on informing discretion. Webster's defines

discretion at the "Power of Free DeciSion", "Individual

Judgment", 'Undirected Choice". I urge you MI to believe that
education, and you tis educators, can do more than train,

upgrade, pr*tich and accmdit, that you tan also inform your
studeaf discretion, making them active participants in both
imagining and creating their futures.
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